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Careers 
1.O Fill in: suit, describe, comfort, solve, agree, come up. 

 

 1 The best way to ............................a problem is to think carefully about all your options and 

then decide what to do. 

 2 You’re very good at Maths and Science, so a job in scientific research would 

........................ your skills. 

 3 We all had different ideas, so we found it hard to ............................on a solution. 

 4 Would you ............................yourself as organised and practical? 

 5 Emma is trying to ............................with an idea for her Geography project, but she hasn’t 

thought of anything yet. 

 6 When Phil was upset, we all tried to ............................him and make him feel better. 

2.P Fill in the correct word. 

 

 1 devices / objects 

  a UFO hunters use modern electronic ............................, such as camcorders and 

cameras, to record evidence of sightings. 

  b Several mysterious flying ............................ were seen over the village last night. 

 

 2 volunteer / unpaid 

  a The work is ............................, but your room and board is provided.   

  b Lucy is taking part in a(n) ............................ programme in Chad this summer. 

 

 3 offers / involves 

  a Being a secretary often ............................ working long hours. 

  b The company ............................ new employees a good wage, as well as long holidays 

and a company car. 

 

 4 career / profession 

  a As a university graduate and a fluent speaker of three languages, Jason has multiple 

............................ opportunities. 

  b Jobs in the medical ............................ are often well-paid. 

 

 5 charity / non-profit 

  a The club is a ............................ organisation – all the money it raises goes to help build 

schools in Tanzania. 

  b Our community centre is organising a ............................ event to raise money for the 

homeless. 



 6 research / project 

  a Environmental organisations do wildlife ............................ all over the world. 

  b We have to do a ............................ on adventure sports for homework. 

 

 7 developing / improving 

  a The charity’s work means that the lives of millions of people are ............................ . 

  b Harrison is ............................ a new system for tracking UFOs. 

 

 8 enthusiastic / fascinating 

  a Bella is ............................ about tornado chasing – she talks about it all the time. 

  b Freediving is a(n) ............................ sport – it’s amazing that the divers can hold their 

breath for so long!  

 

3.R Fill in the correct preposition. 

 

 1 All the students in my class are participating ................. the school concert. 

  A on B in C at D with 

 

 2 Paul and Simon couldn’t agree ................. which film to see. 

  A with  B to  C in  D on 

 

 3 Jerry likes being ................. himself. 

  A by  B with  C on  D to  

 

 4 Mark is a very logical and down-.................-earth person. 

  A to  B in  C on  D at 

 

 5 As a member ................. a team, Mary knows how to share things. 

  A of  B for  C with  D by 

 

 6 She’s waiting in the queue with her money ................. hand to buy a concert ticket. 

  A at  B by  C in  D on 

 

 7 Janet babysits in the afternoons to help pay ................. university. 

  A about  B for  C at  D to 

 

 8 Carla wants to apply ................. the position of research assistant. 

  A for  B to  C on  D in 

 

 9 There’s a variety of jobs to choose ................. . 

  A of  B to  C in  D from 

 

 10 Thanks ................. the volunteers, the lives of the people in the village are improving. 

  A of  B at  C from  D to 

 



Infinitive / -ing form 
4.J Put the verb in brackets into the correct infinitive or -ing form. 

 

 1 A: Do you fancy ……………………………………………. (go) out tonight? 

  B: To be honest, I would prefer …………………………………………. (watch) a film at 

home. 

 

 2 A: I really like ……………………………………………. (work) outside. 

  B: Then you should ……………………………………………. (apply) for that part-time job 

as a gardener. 

 

 3 A: Sarah is willing ……………………………………………. (drive) us to the airport at 5 am 

on Saturday. 

  B: Well, as a nurse she is used to ……………………………………………. (wake up) 

early, because her shift at the hospital starts at 6 am. 

 

 4 A: Where are you going ……………………………………………. (spend) your summer 

holiday? 

  B: I would like ……………………………………………. (go) abroad, but I haven’t booked 

anything yet. 

 

 5 A: I have decided ……………………………………………. (do) more exercise. 

  B: Well, ……………………………………………. (swim) is good exercise – you can come 

to the pool with me this evening. 

 

 6 A: Don’t waste any more time ……………………………………………. (play) on the 

computer – you need to write your cover letter. 

  B: I know, but I’m having difficulty ……………………………………………. (think) of how 

to begin. 

 

 7 A:  In English exams, I’m good at ……………………………………………. (answer) the 

written questions, but I find the speaking part difficult. 

  B: You had better ……………………………………………. (practise) speaking then – your 

exam is next month! 

 

 8 A: We’re pleased ……………………………………………. (inform) you that you got the 

job. 

  B: Thank you. I look forward to ……………………………………………. (work) with you 

all. 

 

5.Tenses of the infinitive  
 

 L Put the verb in brackets into the correct infinitive form. 
 

 1 A: How are you going to pay for your holiday? 

  B: I plan ……………………………………………. (find) a part-time job as a babysitter. 
 



 2 A: Chris seems ……………………………………………. (search) in that field with his 

metal detector for hours. 

  B: Yes, he thinks there is something valuable buried there. 
 

 3 A: It says here that the mountain biking competition will 

………………………..………………. (hold) in the hills of northern Greece. 

  B: That’s a long way away! Hopefully they will show it on television, too. 
 

 4 A: I have always wanted to be a sports coach and now my dream has come true! 

  B: You are so lucky ……………………………………………. (work) in a job that you enjoy. 
 

 5 A: Did you know Barry’s hobby is storm chasing? 

  B: Yes, and he claims ……………………………………………. (see) over fifty tornadoes! 
 

 6 A: Jenny is amazing at water sports. 

  B: Yes – she’s the only woman ever ……………………………………………. (give) a 

place on the windsurfing team. 


